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Abstract
Many applications rely upon a tuple space within distributed system middleware to provide loosely coupled
communication and service coordination. This paper describes an approach for measuring the throughput and
response time of a tuple space when it handles concurrent local space interactions. Furthermore, it discusses
a technique that populates a tuple space with tuples before the execution of a benchmark in order to age the
tuple space and provide a worst-case measurement of
space performance. We apply the tuple space benchmarking and aging methods to the measurement of the
performance of a JavaSpace, a current example of a tuple
space that integrates with the Jini network technology.
The experiment results indicate that: (i) the JavaSpace
exhibits limited scalability as the number of concurrent
interactions from local space clients increases, (ii) the aging technique can operate with acceptable time overhead,
and (iii) the aging technique does ensure that the results
from benchmarking capture the worst-case performance
of a tuple space.
1 Introduction
A tuple space is a shared memory component of middleware that provides communication and coordination
facilities to the services in a distributed system. Tuple
spaces have been used to implement a wide variety of
applications, including parallel UNIX utilities [6], parallel genetic algorithms (GAs) [27], distributed regression
testing frameworks [12], large-scale mobile agent systems
[17], “lifestream” information management applications
[3], and scientific computations that support both astrophysics [16] and bioinformatics [22, 23] research. Even
though tuple spaces have been used to implement a wide
range of applications, there is a relative dearth of benchmarking frameworks that focus on the measurement of
tuple space performance. This paper describes an approach to tuple space performance evaluation that supports the creation of concurrent local clients and the use
of aging to populate the space with tuples before the execution of a benchmark. This paper also provides the
results from experiments that characterize the perfor1 Kapfhammer is the correspondence author and can be contacted at gkapfham@allegheny.edu.
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mance of a specific type of tuple space and evaluate the
efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed aging technique.
This paper applies the benchmarking framework to the
measurement of the performance of a JavaSpace, an example of tuple space that integrates into the Jini network
technology [7]. A JavaSpace can interact with clients
that are either resident on the same network node or located on a remote node. In the context of applications
like parallel GAs, a client’s interaction with a JavaSpace
frequently occurs when one or more local clients execute on the same machine as the space itself [27]. Recent research by Noble and Zlateva has also highlighted
some concerns about the performance characteristics of
a JavaSpace [16]. Furthermore, the experiences reported
by Zorman et al. indicate that the performance of a JavaSpace decreases significantly when the number of concurrent space clients exceeds a certain threshold [27]. Thus,
there is a need for an approach to determine the number
of local clients that will cause tuple space throughput to
“knee” as client response times continue to increase. To
this end, this paper introduces a benchmarking framework that can measure tuple space throughput and response time when a pre-defined number of space clients
simultaneously perform the same benchmark.
Due to the fact that the performance of an unused storage system differs from one that has been active, aging
techniques have been constructed in order to make file
system benchmarks more realistic [21]. A tuple space
benchmarking technique that measures the performance
of an empty space will not provide an accurate characterization of worst-case tuple space performance. This
paper establishes and evaluates a novel approach to tuple
space aging that yields worst-case performance measurements by populating a tuple space with tuples before a
benchmark is executed. The presented aging technique
uses automatically generated workloads to place different types of tuples into the space. During the benchmarking phase that removes tuples from the space, the
space’s template matching algorithm must examine the
additional tuples that were placed within the space by
the aging mechanism. Thus, aging supports the characterization of the worst-case performance of a tuple space.

This paper also includes the description of a framework
for tuple space benchmarking and aging, collectively
referred to as the Space bEnchmarking and TesTing
moduLEs (SETTLE), that currently supports the execution of micro benchmarks to measure the throughput and
response time of a JavaSpace under a variety of different configurations. This paper describes the results from
the use of SETTLE to conduct experiments that take the
first step towards the measurement of the performance of
a noteworthy component in distributed system middleware. In summary, the important contributions of this
paper are as follows:
1. A benchmarking framework to support the collection of response time and throughput measurements for a tuple space that handles concurrent
local client interactions.
2. The introduction of a tuple space aging technique
that enables tuple space performance benchmarks
to capture worst-case performance.
3. A detailed empirical study that investigates the
following phenomena: (i) the throughput and response time characteristics of a JavaSpace, (ii) the
overhead associated with the tuple space aging
technique, and (iii) the impact that tuple space
aging has on the benchmark results.
2 JavaSpaces Background
This paper focuses on the performance analysis of an
implementation of the tuple space concept that is known
as a JavaSpace. However, Section 5 explains that the
benchmarking and aging techniques presented by this
paper are also applicable to other examples of the tuple
space concept. JavaSpaces rely upon the substrate provided by the Java programming language and the Jini
network technology by taking the form of a Jini service that uses Java remote method invocation (RMI) and
Java serialization. JavaSpaces were designed to support
loosely coupled communication with an interface that is
both simple and expressive. A few of the simple operations provided by the JavaSpace include read, write,
and take [7] .
Even though the JavaSpace also provides the
non-blocking operations of readIfExists and
takeIfExists, this paper focuses on the blocking
JavaSpace operations. A read returns an object from
the JavaSpace that matches the template provided by
the requesting client and a take does the same but also
removes the object from the JavaSpace. A write simply
places an object into the JavaSpace [7]. A JavaSpace
can only store Java objects that implement the Entry
marker interface. In order to support template matching, all of the fields within an Entry must be subclasses
of java.lang.Object that are publicly visible. Finally,
the JavaSpace can be configured to operate in either a
transient or a persistent mode. A transient JavaSpace
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Figure 1: The Phases of a SETTLE Benchmark.
stores all of its Entry objects in memory while a
persistent JavaSpace can utilize secondary storage to
maintain state across restarts.
3 The SETTLE Approach
3.1 Overview
SETTLE is an extension of the JavaSpaces benchmarking tool created by Noble and Zlateva [16]. One of the
key contributions of SETTLE is the inclusion of facilities to create q local space clients that each execute the
specified benchmark. The space clients are configured
to pause for a random amount of time during two different phases of the benchmark lifecycle. The random
pause, denoted Tdelay , is defined in Equation (1). In
this equation, Trandom is a randomly generated time period, V is a uniformly distributed variation, Tmin is the
user specified minimum time delay, Trandom ∈ [0.0, 1.0],
and Tdelay ∈ [Tmin , Tmin + V ].
Tdelay = (Trandom × V ) + Tmin

(1)

Figure 1 describes the phases that exist within a SETTLE benchmark.1 The aging technique, as described in
Section 3.4, can be used in addition to the standard five
phase benchmark. The phases whose names are bold
and italic involve the use of Equation (1) in order to introduce a pause into the execution of the space client.
In the startup phase, each of the SETTLE space clients
is configured to wait for Tdelay milliseconds before attempting to contact the JavaSpace. Upon space contact,
each client executes three separate phases: the write
phase, the pause phase, and the take phase. Finally,
the space client enters the shutdown phase. For a specified benchmark, each client uses the same type of Java
Entry object to write into the JavaSpace, waits for a
random period of time, and then attempts to take the
same Entry objects out of the space. If aging is not
used to seed the space with Entry objects, a benchmark
always leaves the space in the state that existed before
the benchmark was executed.2 If tuple space aging is
used, an additional aging cleanup phase is required to
remove the Entry objects that were initially placed into
the space during aging.
1 SETTLE also supports other orderings of the phases
within a benchmark. For example, the pause phase could
be removed or the write and take phases could occur in the
opposite order for some of the space clients. However, the
empirical results examined in Section 6 focus on the phase
ordering depicted in Figure 1.
2 This condition holds only if a benchmark always performs
a take instead of a read. Thus, this paper does not focus on
the benchmarking of the read operation.
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Figure 2: Classification Scheme for Tuple Space Benchmarking Techniques.
Figure 2 presents a classification scheme for tuple space
benchmarking and shows the features that are supported
by the SETTLE framework. The arrows in this scheme
indicate that a benchmark configuration for a tuple space
requires the selection of a tuple space and a benchmark.
The tuple space must be configured by choosing a client
location and a storage mechanism. The configuration
of the benchmark requires the choice of a benchmark
type and one or more performance measurements. Finally, a benchmark can be executed with or without the
aging technique. Any underlined characteristic in Figure 2 (e.g., “Local” and “Transient”) is described and
evaluated in this paper. For example, the experiments
discussed in Section 4 and Section 6 use micro benchmarks that perform local space interactions to measure
the throughput and response time characteristics of a
space. Furthermore, these experiments are conducted
on aged and non-aged transient JavaSpaces.
This paper focuses on benchmarks that evaluate tuple
space performance in a controlled environment in order
to establish accurate and repeatable measurements of
throughput and response time. To this end, this paper
does not address tuple space benchmarking with: (i) remote clients, (ii) persistent tuple spaces, and (iii) macro,
combined, and application-specific benchmarks. Yet, it
is important to note that SETTLE does facilitate the
benchmarking of tuple spaces when the client is remote
and when the space uses a persistent storage mechanism.
Finally, SETTLE’s extensible design also supports the
integration of other types of benchmarks.
This paper focuses on local clients rather than remote
clients for two important reasons. First, benchmarking tuple spaces with local clients mirrors the behavior of real-world applications such as the mobile agents
described by Picco et al. [17] and the parallel genetic
algorithms created by Zorman et al. [27]. Second, focusing on local clients provides a more accurate performance estimate since the response time of a remote
client is increased by network latencies and other remote communication overheads. This paper does not
specifically address the benchmarking of persistent tuple
spaces because it is expected that transient, in-memory,
tuple spaces will normally provide better performance
than persistent tuple spaces that must interact with

secondary storage.3 The use of macro, combined, and
application-specific benchmarks is not addressed in this
paper because these benchmarks often require detailed
knowledge about the application domain. In contrast,
our techniques can be used without having knowledge of
the application domain and without the existence of a
completely implemented application.
3.2 Benchmarking
Zhang and Seltzer observe that there are three main purposes for benchmarking: (i) the comparison of the performance of different systems, (ii) the guidance of performance optimizations, and (iii) the prediction of an
application’s performance in new software and hardware
environments [26]. Furthermore, Zhang and Seltzer place
software performance benchmarks into one of four categories: (i) micro benchmarks, (ii) macro benchmarks,
(iii) combined benchmarks, and (iv) application-specific
benchmarks [26]. This paper focuses on micro benchmarks that can serve as the first step towards realizing the stated purposes for the benchmarking of a tuple
space. Micro benchmarks focus on the analysis of certain
primitive operations that are used to create traditional
applications [26]. A micro benchmark for JavaSpaces
could measure the performance of basic space operations
like read, write, and take.
Each SETTLE benchmark places a certain type of Entry
object into the JavaSpace. The framework uses the same
technique as Noble and Zlateva in order to approximate
the size of the objects that are used in the benchmark
[16]. The NullIO benchmark places a NullEntry object
into a JavaSpace that is 356 bytes in size and the StringIO uses a StringEntry that is 503 bytes. The ArrayIO
benchmark is configured by a user provided parameter
that controls the size of the double[] array that is placed
into the JavaSpace. For example, a DoubleArrEntry
that contains a double[] array of size 100 consumes
1031 bytes of storage. The FileIO benchmark writes
and takes a FileEntry that stores any type of binary
3 However,

our preliminary experiments revealed that this
assumption does not hold when the transient tuple space exceeds the physical memory of its host node. We believe that
this is due to the fact that the persistent JavaSpace is better
able to manage the use of the file system than the virtual
memory manager of the operating system.

3.3 Performance Metrics
The tuple space benchmarking framework supports the
measurement of: (i) the response time for each individual
client’s write and take operations, (ii) the time required
for each client to contact the JavaSpace, (iii) the overall
time used to complete all of the client interactions, (iv)
the time required to age the tuple space, and (v) the time
needed to remove the Entry objects that were placed
within the space by the aging technique. Intuitively, the
throughput of a tuple space is the number of operations
that the space can complete within a specific duration
of time. Furthermore, the response time for a specific
space client’s interaction with a tuple space is the time
interval between the client’s submission of the request
and the space’s completion of the computation required
by the request.
The definitions of the performance metrics used in this
paper adapt the notation established by Jain [11]. Equation (2) defines X(Si , O, q), the throughput of tuple
space Si during its servicing of the requests made by the
set of clients C = {C1 , C2 , . . . , Cq } for operation O. The
definition of X(Si , O, q) uses L(Si , O) to denote the number of completed space operations O that occurred at
space Si during the time required to execute the benchmark, denoted Tbench . In the context of the phases in
Figure 1, Tbench refers to the duration of the time period
needed to execute the phases within the bold vertical
lines. The actual space operation O varies with respect
to the granularity that is chosen to view the space interaction. For example, O might be a single write or
take operation or some meaningful combination of the
primitive tuple space operations.
X(Si , O, q) =

L(Si , O)
Tbench

(2)

Equation (3) defines R(Si , Cj , O), the response time of
tuple space Si when it services Cj ’s request for operation O. The definition of R(Si , Cj , O) assumes that the
space’s response to the request for space operation O will
always arrive after the request is sent. The measurement
of response time uses the point at which Cj ’s interaction with Si is complete. Finally, Equation (4) describes
R(Si , C, O, q), a measure of the average response time
for all of the client interactions that occur with space Si .
R(Si , Cj , O) = Tcomplete (Si , O) − Tsubmit (Si , O)
Pq
j=1 R(Si , Cj , O)
R(Si , C, O, q) =
q

(3)
(4)

It is also important to measure the percentage change in
throughput and response time as the value of q changes.
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Figure 3: Template Matching.
Equation (5) defines X % (Si , O, q, q 0 ), the percent change
in throughput as the number of clients is increased from
q to q 0 . Equation (6) defines the percent change in response time, denoted R% (Si , C, O, q, q 0 ), in an analagous
fashion. A positive value for the X % (Si , O, q, q 0 ) metric
demonstrates a desirable increase in throughput while
a negative value shows that throughput decreased as
the number of clients increased. A positive value for
R% (Si , C, O, q, q 0 ) shows an unwanted increase in response time while a negative value indicates a decrease
in response time.
X % (Si , O, q, q 0 ) =

X(Si , O, q 0 ) − X(Si , O, q)
× 100 (5)
X(Si , O, q)

R% (Si , C, O, q, q 0 ) =

R(Si , C, O, q 0 ) − R(Si , C, O, q)
×100
R(Si , C, O, q)
(6)

3.4 Tuple Space Aging
It is likely that the initial state of a tuple space will
have a significant impact upon the performance results
produced by benchmarking. The most straightforward
solution to the problem of selecting an appropriate tuple
space state is to simply mandate that the benchmark always interacts with a space that is initially empty. Yet, in
the context of file systems, Smith and Seltzer have argued
that while this approach might be simple, it does not accurately approximate the environment seen by users of
real applications [21]. Even though Smith and Seltzer
argue for aging in the context of file system benchmarks,
Section 6 shows that aging impacts the performance of
a tuple space.
Since it is not always possible to obtain information
about the state of a tuple space that results from the
execution of a real space-based application, this paper
investigates the use of an aging technique to populate
the tuple space with Entry objects before a benchmark
is executed. Suppose that we desire to populate tuple space Si through the execution of a space workload

Parameter
Tmin
V
Tdelay
# of Entry Objects
Aging Workload Size (|W |)
# of Clients (non-aged) (q)
# of Clients (aged) (q)
{r, t, w}-frequency
Entry Objects

Value(s)
200 ms
50 ms
[200, 250] ms
{1000}
{1000, 3000,
6000, 12000}
{2, 8, 14, 22}
{8, 14}
{0, 0, 100}
{Null, String,
Array, File}

Figure 4: Experiment Parameters Used for All Benchmarks.
W = hw1 , . . . , wu i with each space operation wx ∈ W
being one of the primitive tuple space operations read,
take, or write. The approach to tuple space aging must
be able to select a workload W that can effectively age a
space. Once a workload has been selected, the aging approach must introduce the result of workload execution
into Si before the execution of a benchmark.
For any approach to tuple space aging, there are two
potential techniques for the creation of W : (i) automatically generated workloads and (ii) recorded/derived
workloads. This paper focuses on automatically generated workloads and their impact upon the performance
of tuple spaces because the impact of aging can be evaluated without relying upon prior workload studies. Yet,
it is important to note that since the aging technique
has already been implemented, the results of detailed tuple space workload studies can be used to create recorded/derived workloads that mimic real world tuple space
usage. The automatic generation of workloads is governed by the {r, t, w}-frequency and the Entry object
selection technique.
The {r, t, w}-frequency defines the fraction of the workload that will be associated with the tuple space operations of read, take, and write and must adhere to the
restriction that the frequencies for each of the respective operations sums to one (i.e., r + t + w = 1). A
random {r, t, w}-frequency selects a frequency each time
the aging mechanism is executed. It is also possible to fix
the {r, t, w}-frequency to a ratio of space operations that
will be used to age the tuple space. Alternatively, an “all
write” {r, t, w}-frequency would mandate that the aging
workload only performs the write space operation (i.e.,
w = 1 and r = t = 0). It might also be useful to perform read and take operations during space aging if this
accurately models a real world workload or performance
measurement is focused on a tuple space implementation
that caches frequently requested Entry objects.
As noted in Section 2, the read and take operations
require an Entry template that specifies the desired

type of object. Furthermore, the write operation must
place a certain Entry object into the tuple space. To
this end, the benchmarking framework selects from
a set E of Entry objects when any space interaction
occurs. Each Entry must be associated with a selection
frequency so that all of the frequencies of the Ek ∈ E
adhere to the restriction stated in Equation (7). The
type and number of objects within E is specified by the
user of the benchmarking framework. For example, if E
is defined as the set of Entry objects used by the benchmarks discussed in this paper, then it is evident that E =
{NullEntry, StringEntry, DoubleArrEntry, FileEntry}.
X
f req(Ek ) = 1
(7)
Ek ∈E

An aging technique’s impact upon tuple space performance will vary with respect to the space’s rules for template matching, the implementation of the tuple space,
and the Entry objects that are placed within the space by
the aging mechanism. Since the take operation that performs the template matching is a core algorithm within
a JavaSpace, this paper focuses on aging techniques that
support the characterization of the worst-case performance of a take. For example, assume that operation
wx ∈ W is a take and Entry Ek ∈ E has been selected for the template. Freeman et al. state that the
template Ek matches an Entry El within a JavaSpace
if two rules hold: (i) the Ek ’s type is the same as El ’s
type or Ek ’s type is a supertype of El ’s type and (ii)
every field within Ek matches the corresponding field
within El [7]. For rule (ii), a field fk within Ek matches
a field fl within El if fk is a “wildcard” or if the values of fk and fl are the same [7]. Many different data
structures can be used to store Entry objects inside of
the tuple space and implement these template matching
rules. The Jini 1.2.1 implementation of the JavaSpace
uses the following data structures, among many others,
to perform template matching:
1. COM.odi.util.OSHashtable
2. com.sun.jini.outrigger.SimpleEntryHolder
(an implementation of the EntryHolder interface)
3. com.sun.jini.outrigger.FastList
4. com.sun.jini.outrigger.EntryRep
5. net.jini.core.entry.Entry
Figure 3 summarizes the four steps that must be taken
to determine which Entry objects within a tuple space
match the template Ek that is provided to a take operation. 4 In step one, the JavaSpace receives a take operation for all of the Entry objects stored within the JavaSpace that match the Entry template Ek . In step two,
4 This discussion uses a simplified model of the data structures used to store Entry objects and perform template
matching. Without loss of generality, the model enables this
paper to intuitively motivate the assertion that aging can support the characterization of worst-case space performance.
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Figure 5: Benchmark Execution Time for (a) NullIO, (b) StringIO, (c) ArrayIO, (d) FileIO.
the template matching technique uses an OSHashtable’s
hashing function H to determine the set of relevant types
and subtypes of Ek , denoted ER . For each specific type
Em ∈ ER , an additional instance of OSHashtable is
used in step three to identify the SimpleEntryHolder
that contains, among other data fields, a FastList of all
of the relevant EntryRep objects. Once one of the desired EntryReps is identified by a search of the FastList
in step four, the Entry object can be extracted and returned to the client that invoked the take. The take can
return the first Entry within the FastList that matches
the template Ek .
A tuple space aging technique can take two different approaches to impact the performance of the template matching algorithm that is intuitively depicted
in Figure 3. For example, assume that the tuple
space is initially populated with Entry objects that
are related in a deep inheritance hierarchy. This initial configuration could increase the number of relevant
types for a take’s template Ek , thus enlarging the set
ER , and subsequently requiring a search through the
many FastLists that are stored in all of the relevant
SimpleEntryHolders. Alternatively, suppose that the
tuple space is aged with the same type of Entry object
while varying the values of the fields within the Entry.
This could increase the number of the EntryReps that
must be searched in step four in order to identify an
Entry object in the FastList that match the template
Ek that was provided to the take operation.

As an example of the second aging technique, suppose
that a tuple space is aged with StringEntry objects that
contain the string sa , the StringIO benchmark writes
and takes StringEntry objects that contain the string
sb , and sa 6= sb . In this circumstance, the FastList
will contain EntryReps for the Entry objects with both
the strings sa and sb . When a take is executed with a
StringEntry template that wraps the string sb , all of
the StringEntry objects with the string field sa , in the
worst case, must be examined before finding an Entry
that matches a template with the string sb . This circumstance occurs when all of the Entry objects with string
sa are stored before all of the objects that contain the
string sb . If there are a total of na objects that contain
the string sa , the execution of the template matching algorithm requires a linear search of the FastList that has
a worst-case time complexity of O(na ) in the aged configuration. If the tuple space is not aged and all Entry
objects in the space contain the string sb , the first Entry
in the FastList will always match Ek and this results
in a worst-case time complexity of O(1) for the template
matching algorithm.
If aging places na objects within the tuple space and na
is large, this could change the results of a benchmark.
In summary, this example intuitively demonstrates that
tuple space aging has the potential to cause the execution of the tuple space matching rules during a take to
deviate from the constant time complexity of O(1) to a
linear time complexity of O(na ). In light of the simplic-

%
Tage
=

Tage
× 100
Tbench + Tage

(8)

4 Experiment Design
The empirical study described by this paper focuses on
the calculation of X(Si , O, q) and R(Si , C, O) in order to
evaluate the performance of aged and non-aged transient
%
%
JavaSpaces. This study also measured Tage
and Tclean
to
characterize the efficiency of the tuple space aging and
cleaning techniques. All of the experiments with SETTLE were conducted on a workstation with dual Intel
Xeon Pentium III processors, 512 MB of main memory,
and a SCSI 10,000 RPM disk subsystem. The workstation was running GNU/Linux with a 2.4.18-14smp
kernel. The experiments used a Java 2 standard edition (J2SE) 1.4.2 compiler, a J2SE 1.4.2 virtual machine
configured to operate in HotSpot Client mode, and the
Jini 1.2.1 network technology. The Java virtual machine (JVM) was configured to use the LinuxThreads
0.10 thread library and a one-to-one mapping between
Java threads and GNU/Linux kernel threads. Throughout the experiments, the GNU/Linux kernel was allowed
to schedule the Java processes on the two available processors according to its internal scheduling algorithm.
We also configured the generation of the Tdelay that is
used during the startup and pause phases so that V = 50,
Tmin = 200, and thus Tdelay ∈ [200, 250]. The value
of Trandom was generated with java.util.Random’s
nextDouble method. Finally, all experiments were executed with each local client being responsible for writing 1000 Java Entry objects. In each experiment, we
varied the number of tuple space clients so that q ∈
{2, 8, 14, 22}. For each benchmark and each value of q,
we conducted the experiment five times in order to collect throughput and response time metrics and facilitate
the computation of arithmetic means and standard deviations. Standard deviations are represented by error
bars whenever the bar does not obscure the experiment
results. In the bar charts of Figure 5, the diamonds at
the top of the bars indicate that the standard deviations
were insignificant.
We aged the tuple space with the type of Entry object that is used by each of the benchmarks. For exam-
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ity and potential impact of the second technique, this
paper evaluates how aging with the same Entry type
will change the throughput and response time of a tuple
space. Since aging is only useful if it does not introduce
large time overheads into the benchmarking process, this
paper also investigates the efficiency of aging by measuring Tage and Tclean , the time required to perform aging
%
and cleaning, respectively. Equation (8) defines Tage
, the
percentage of benchmark time that is consumed by the
aging of a tuple space. In this equation and the anal%
ogous definition of Tclean
, Tbench is defined in the same
manner as Equation (2) in Section 3.3.
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Figure 6: Throughput Measurements.
ple, when the ArrayIO benchmark is executed, we aged
the tuple space with DoubleArrEntry objects that wrap
double[] arrays. Other Entry selection techniques that
age the tuple space with a variety of objects are also possible. However, we were interested in evaluating whether
the impact of aging correctly corresponded to the one
that was discussed in Section 3.4. Since the NullEntry
does not contain any fields that would require inspection during the execution of the template matching algorithm, aging would not normally impact the performance
of the NullIO benchmark. To this end, we modified the
NullEntry object so that it contained a boolean field
called aged and then executed the aging experiments.
All of the aging experiments were conducted in three
phases: (i) the space was aged using the same Entry
type as the chosen benchmark, (ii) the benchmark was
then executed, and (iii) the space was cleaned.
Aging used automatically generated workloads with a
{r, t, w}-frequency of all writes and a workload size governed by |W | ∈ {1000, 3000, 6000, 12000}. Benchmarks
were executed as previously discussed, except that the
number of clients was restricted so that q ∈ {8, 14}. We
limited the values for q because the experiments revealed
that tuple space throughput normally exhibited a “knee”
between eight and fourteen clients. For every benchmark
and value of q and |W |, we conducted the experiment five
times in order to collect average throughput, response
time, and the aging/cleaning cost metrics. Figure 4 reviews the experiment parameters.
5 Threats to Validity
Any empirical study of the performance of a software application must confront certain threats to validity. During the analysis of a tuple space’s performance and the
impact of aging we were aware of potential threats to
validity and took steps to control the impact of these
threats. A threat to internal validity concerns factors that might have impacted the measured variables
(e.g., the throughput and response time of the aged and
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Figure 7: Scalability Measurements for (a) NullIO, (b) StringIO, (c) ArrayIO, (d) FileIO.
non-aged tuple spaces) without our knowledge. Defects
within the SETTLE framework could cause benchmarks
to be executed improperly or metrics to be calculated incorrectly. To this end, we used the benchmarking framework of Noble and Zlateva [16] to confirm that SETTLE
calculated correct throughput and response time values
when the selected benchmarks were executed with a single client. Furthermore, we measured the wall clock time
required to complete the benchmark and ensured that
this corresponded to the time calculated by SETTLE’s
instrumentation. We also used the same workstation for
all experiments and we prevented external user logins to
this workstation throughout experimentation.
A threat to external validity would limit the generalization of our approach and the experiment results.
Our empirical study exhibits threats that are similar to
other benchmarking efforts. First, this paper only focuses on the four micro benchmarks NullIO, StringIO,
ArrayIO, and FileIO and the results from these benchmarks might be different than those produced by other
micro, macro, and application-specific benchmarks. The
SETTLE framework can support the integration of other
benchmarks in order to control this threat and this paper
does report on the results of previously used benchmarks
(e.g., [16]). Second, the experiments only focused on a
single implementation of the tuple space concept, the

JavaSpace that is provided with the Jini 1.2.1 network
technology. However, this is one of the most widely used
tuple space implementations with an available source
code and binary download. As long as the tuple space
implementation adheres to the conventions established
by the Jini network technology, SETTLE can measure
the performance of this space. SETTLE can also benchmark tuple space implementations that do not integrate
with Jini (e.g., [25]) by customizing the framework to
use the space’s own communication facilities. Finally,
the experiments only measure tuple space performance
in a single execution environment since the JVM, operating system kernel, thread library, and other environmental factors were not varied during experimentation.
Since SETTLE is implemented in the Java programming
language, it is possible to use the framework to measure
tuple space performance in any execution environment
for which a JVM is available.
6 Results Analysis
6.1 Benchmark Execution Time
Figure 5 shows the time that was required to execute
each of the benchmarks for the four different values of q
and a non-aged JavaSpace. These results indicate that
for each q, NullIO always takes the least amount of execution time and FileIO always requires the greatest time
to execute. The execution of FileIO with q = 22 require
41% more execution time than the similarly configured
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Figure 8: NullIO Execution Time with an Aged JavaSpace.
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Figure 9: Aging and Cleaning Overhead.
NullIO benchmark. Across all of the benchmarks, the
execution with twenty-two clients uses 882% more time
on average than the same benchmark that only uses two
clients. These results also indicate that the complete execution of five trials of the four benchmarks for a non-aged
tuple space and all values of q consumed approximately
100 minutes of execution time.
6.2 Throughput and Response Time
Figure 6 provides a graphical representation of the measurements of X(Si , O, q), the throughput of a JavaSpace.5 These results confirm that the FileIO benchmark is the most “difficult” since it must write and
take the largest Entry object. Each of the benchmark
results also contain a “knee” where throughput levels off
after the number of clients progresses beyond a certain
threshold. The throughput of the NullIO, StringIO, and
ArrayIO benchmarks levels off at eight clients and the
throughput of the FileIO benchmark knees at fourteen
concurrent clients.
The results show that X % (Si , O, 2, 8) = 20.8% and
X % (Si , O, 8, 14) = −1.8% for the NullIO benchmark.
The StringIO and ArrayIO benchmarks demonstrate
similar throughput percent changes since the transition from two to eight clients respectively yields values of 15.9% and 15.1%. At the point where throughput knees, X % (Si , O, 8, 14) = −1.4% for StringIO and
X % (Si , O, 8, 14) = −.6% for ArrayIO. Even though
the FileIO benchmark knees at a different location in
its throughput curve, the percent changes in throughput are like those of the other benchmarks because
X % (Si , O, 2, 14) = 9.1% and X % (Si , O, 14, 22) = −1.8%.
Finally, the error bars that are used in Figure 6 to indicate standard deviations show that all throughput measurements show little dispersion.
It is also important to examine the relationship between the throughput and response time curves for a
5 In all graphs that depict “Operations/sec,” we consider
an operation to be either a take or a write. Thus, a benchmark executed with two clients that each write and take
1000 objects must perform a total of 4000 space operations.

tuple space. Figure 7 provides a “two-axis” graphical
depiction of the throughput and response time curves
for each of the benchmarks. Every benchmark creates
a response time that approximates a linear increase in
R(Si , C, O, q) as the number of clients increases. These
results indicate that R% (Si , C, O, 8, 14) is 78.2% on average for the NullIO, StringIO, and ArrayIO benchmarks
and R% (Si , C, O, 14, 22) = 60% for FileIO. The graphs
in Figure 7 can also be used to show what the average
client response time will be if a tuple space attempts
to maintain a certain level of throughput or a specific
number of concurrent clients. Using the results from the
FileIO benchmark, it is evident that a tuple space-based
file transfer program that attempts to perform twentytwo concurrent file transfers will create an average client
response time of approximately 81 ms while maintaining
a throughput of approximately 263 operations/sec.
6.3 Aging and Cleaning
Figure 8 presents the time that was required to execute
the NullIO benchmark with an aged JavaSpace. When
these results are combined with those provided by Figure 5, it is evident that when |W | = 3000 this results
in approximately a 30% increase in execution time over
the same benchmark that uses a non-aged tuple space.
Figure 9 shows the mean and the standard deviation of
the time required to age and clean a space. The experiments demonstrate that: (i) the mean time for aging and
cleaning increases as the workload size increases, (ii) the
mean time required for aging is always greater than that
required for cleaning, and (iii) aging and cleaning time
overheads exhibit relatively little dispersion. The first
result confirmed our intuitive expectation and the second result is due to the fact that the aging technique
must repeatedly accrue the costs of serializing the different Entry objects when it performs a write, while the
space cleaner can avoid these costs by using a snapshot
of a “wildcard” template when it performs a take [7].6
6 Intuitively, snapshotting replaces a template with a
sparser representation that is only meaningful to the JavaSpace that produced the snapshot.
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Figure 10: The Percentage of Execution Time for (a) Aging and (b) Cleaning During the NullIO Benchmark.
%
%
and Tclean
Figure 10 shows Tage
, the percentage of NullIO benchmark execution time devoted to aging and
cleaning, respectively. The trends depicted in Figure 10
also hold for the other benchmarks used in the experiment. These results reveal that aging with large
workloads never consumes more than 31% of the entire
time required to execute a benchmark. Furthermore,
aging with a small or moderate sized workload (e.g.,
|W | = 1000 or |W | = 3000) always needs less than 15%
of the benchmark execution time. As expected, aging has
a smaller impact on execution time when q is larger and
%
%
for the same value of
Tclean
is always smaller than Tage
q. In summary, these results indicate that the time overhead associated with aging and cleaning is acceptable.

Figure 11 provides the results from the experiments to
determine the impact of aging when eight clients perform the benchmarks (the results for fourteen clients
were similar, yet more pronounced). In these graphs,
a workload of size zero (e.g., |W | = 0) on the horizontal axis corresponds to a data point from a benchmark
that did not use aging. These results clearly indicate
that the aging technique causes an increase in the average response time and a decrease in the overall throughput as the aging workload size increases. However, certain benchmarks are more dramatically impacted by the
use of aging. For example, when an aging workload of
size 1000 is used, NullIO shows a decrease in throughput from 387 operations/sec to 289 operations/sec while
ArrayIO only decreases from 298 operations/sec to 287
operations/sec.7 Yet, as the size of the aging workload
increases to 12000, all of the benchmarks demonstrate
7 This result is due to the fact that the initial NullIO experiments were conducted with a NullEntry configuration
that did not contain any fields and the aging experiments
used a NullEntry with the boolean field called aged (see
Section 4 for more details about this design choice). In future experiments we will only use the modified version of
NullEntry. Preliminary experiments indicate that when the
modified NullEntry is used during all experiments, the reduction in throughput and the increase in response time is
similar to those found in the other benchmarks.

similarly high response times and low throughputs. This
indicates that aging can impact the performance of an
implementation of the tuple space concept.
We also investigated the impact of aging when an Entry
type different from the one used by the benchmark is
placed into the tuple space. For example, we placed
NullEntry objects into the space when the FileIO benchmark was executed. For each benchmark and all nonbenchmark Entry types, we found that aging with the
all-write workload never had an impact on tuple space
performance. In light of the intuitive discussion in Section 3.4, this is due to the fact that the benchmark
and non-benchmark Entry objects are stored in different instances of SimpleEntryHolder. When a take is
executed with a template of the benchmark type, the
FastList within the SimpleEntryHolder for the nonbenchmark type used during aging does not have to be
searched. In summary, these results provide support for
the assertion that aging with the same Entry type as
the chosen benchmark can cause the take operation to
exhibit O(na ) performance, as discussed in Section 3.4.
7 Related Work
To our knowledge, no prior work has specifically addressed the measurement of tuple space throughput and
response time when an aging technique is applied before the execution of a benchmark that uses concurrent
local clients. However, the research described in this paper is directly related to prior research in the areas of:
(i) the benchmarking and behavior characterization of
distributed system middleware, (ii) the benchmarking of
tuple space implementations, (iii) the measurement and
modeling of computer program performance, and (iv)
the performance analysis of software applications implemented in the Java programming language.
Detailed empirical studies by Bulej et al. [2], Cecchet et
al. [4], and Pugh and Spacco [18] indicate that the analysis and characterization of middleware performance is
challenging. Bulej et al. detail a new middleware bench-
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Figure 11: Impact of Aging on (a) Throughput and (b) Response Time for Eight Clients.
marking technique called regression benchmarking (similar to software regression testing [13, 19, 20]) that repeatedly executes performance benchmarks in an attempt to
identify performance regressions in middleware [2]. Interestingly, Bulej et al. also reveal that certain complex
benchmarks such as RUBiS and TPC-W are not applicable in the context of regression benchmarking because
their execution incurs a significant time overhead and
the results are subject to mis-interpretation [2]. Similar
to the research described in this paper, Bulej et al. focus
on the use of simple benchmarks that test an isolated
feature of a distributed system middleware.
In the context of category (ii), Sterck et al. evaluate the
performance of a tuple space that is a component within
a framework for performing bioinformatics computations
[22, 23]. However, the application-specific benchmarks in
these papers do not produce results that are meaningful
in other application domains. While Noble and Zlateva
do report benchmark results for astrophysics computations, some of their micro benchmarks do produce results that are relevant to other domains [16]. Hancke et
al. and Neve et al. specifically focus on measuring the
performance of JavaSpaces through statistically guided
experiments [8, 15]. However, Hancke et al.’s and Neve
et al.’s current focus on remote workers could introduce
unwanted experimental variability (neither paper clearly
states whether the experiment network was isolated from
contaminating traffic). Unlike this paper, neither Hancke
et al. nor Neve et al. describe the initial state of the
JavaSpace or a technique that can be used to populate
the space before benchmark execution [8, 15].
In category (iii), Jain [11] and Lilja [14] both provide
excellent introductions to the art and science of computer performance analysis. Furthermore, the file system aging technique proposed by Smith and Seltzer motivated the approach to tuple space aging described in
this paper. Horgan et al.’s platform-independent analysis of Java program performance at the bytecode level

[10] is relevant to category (iv). Alternatively, Zhang
and Seltzer present an application-specific benchmarking framework that evaluates Java virtual machine performance in light of the behavior of a specific application.
Dufour et al. propose a series of dynamic metrics that attempt to characterize the behavior of a Java application
in a platform independent fashion [5] while Sweeney et
al. use hardware performance monitors to shed light on
the performance characteristics of Java programs [24].
Finally, Hauswirth et al. [9] present different techniques
that can be used to profile and understand the behavior
of Java software applications. Each of these techniques
could complement the benchmarking and aging provided
by the SETTLE framework.
8 Conclusions and Future Work
Since many distributed applications rely upon a tuple
space to provide communication and coordination facilities, there is a clear need for benchmarking techniques
that are customized for spaces. To this end, this paper describes the Space bEnchmarking and TesTing
moduLEs (SETTLE), a framework that supports the
execution of benchmarks that characterize the performance of an example of the tuple space concept known
as the JavaSpace. This paper makes three important
contributions. First, this paper describes a technique for
the measurement of the throughput and response time
characteristics of a tuple space that handles concurrent
requests from local clients. Second, this paper explains a
novel tuple space aging technique that seeds a space with
Entry objects before a benchmark is executed. Third,
the detailed empirical study in this paper demonstrates
that: (i) the JavaSpace can support between eight and
fourteen concurrent requests from local clients without
suffering a reduction in average client response time, (ii)
tuple space aging can be performed with acceptable time
overhead and (iii) aging does support the characterization of the worst-case performance of a tuple space.

Future research can be divided into two categories: (i)
extensions to the SETTLE framework and (ii) additional
empirical studies of different tuple space performance
characteristics. For example, the SETTLE framework
could be extended by including new micro, macro, combined, and application-specific benchmarks. SETTLE
can also be extended to sample Trandom from probability distributions like Zipf and Gaussian. It would also be
useful if the SETTLE framework provided testing techniques to isolate defects within and establish a confidence
in the correctness of tuple space implementations and tuple space-based applications.
Future experiments could focus on one or more of the following: (i) a comparison of the baseline performance of
transient and persistent tuple spaces, (ii) the evaluation
of a tuple space aging technique that creates deep inheritance hierarchies for the Entry objects, (iii) the investigation of the impact that tuple space aging has on persistent tuple spaces, (iv) the benchmarking of JavaSpaces
that handle remote client interactions, (v) the comparison of the performance of different tuple space implementations such as Arnold et al.’s RDBSpace [1] and Wyckoff
et al.’s TSpaces [25], and (vi) an examination of the impact that operating system thread libraries have on the
performance of tuple spaces. Finally, detailed workload
studies for real world tuple space-based applications will
enable the recording of tuple space aging workloads and
the creation of new benchmarks. These workload studies
must be supported by a tuple space monitoring infrastructure that can analyze the contents of a space and the
interactions between a space and its clients.
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